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The Galaxy Luminosity function

�(M, z) = Number of galaxies per unit volume per unit magnitude at redshift z
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What is the Forward Modeling approach?
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FIG . 2. Illustration of the forward problem. The upper panels show how the original galaxy image
is sheared, blurred, pixelised and made noisy. The lower panels show the equivalent process for
(point-like) stars. We only have access to the right hand images.

One good assumption that we can make is that unlensed galaxies are randomly
oriented. In addition we find that the radially averaged 1D galaxy light intensity
profile I (r) is well fit by I (r) = Io exp(−(r/rc)

1/n) [Sersic (1968)], where Io,

FIG . 3. Illustration of the inverse problem. We begin on the right with a set of galaxy and star
images. The full inverse problem would be to derive both the shears and the intrinsic galaxy shapes.
However shear is the quantity of interest for cosmologists.
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Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC).

Calibration, but no likelihood for Bayesian Analysis

p (✓|y) ' p (✓|⇢ (x, y)  ✏)
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The ABC inference scheme

ABC algorithm

while (pacc > pacc,min) do:
if T = 1 do:

for i = 1 to N do:
Sample ✓⇤i,T=1 from pre-defined prior: ✓⇤i,T=1 ⇠ p(✓)
Create dataset x from ✓⇤i,T=1: x ⇠ Model(✓⇤i,T=1)
Set ✓i,T=1 = ✓⇤i,T=1

Set ⇢i,T=1 = ⇢i,T=1(x, y)
end for

else do:
for i = 1 to N0 do:

Sample ✓⇤i,T from GMM(✓T�1)
Create dataset x from ✓⇤i,T: x ⇠ Model(✓⇤i,T)
Set ✓i,T = ✓⇤i,T
Set ⇢i,T = ⇢i,T(x, y)

end for
Set pacc =

1
N0

PN
0

k=1 I⇢i,T<✏T�1

Let ✏T = Q⇢(T)(q) the q-th percentile value of ⇢(T), where ⇢(T) = {⇢i,T}i=1,...,N0

Let {(✓(T)
i , ⇢(T)

i )} = {(✓i,T, ⇢i,T)|⇢i,T  ✏T, i = 1, ...,Nq,T}
Let ⌃T = ⌃({✓(T)

i })

1



Prior and Distance metrics
Parameter Distribution Prior
↵ (blue) Fixed value -1.3
↵ (red) Fixed value -0.5

M⇤
B,slope (blue) Multivariate Normal µ = �9.44 ⇥ 10�1, �2 = 8.29 ⇥ 10�1

M⇤
B,slope (red) Multivariate Normal µ = �7.33 ⇥ 10�1, �2 = 5.30 ⇥ 10�1

M⇤
B,intcpt � 5 log h70 (blue) Multivariate Normal µ = �2.041 ⇥ 101, �2 = 3.312 ⇥ 10�1

M⇤
B,intcpt � 5 log h70 (red) Multivariate Normal µ = �2.035 ⇥ 10�1, �2 = 2.968 ⇥ 10�1

�
⇤
exp (blue) Multivariate Normal µ = �5.66 ⇥ 10�2, �2 = 9.96 ⇥ 10�2

�
⇤
exp (red) Multivariate Normal µ = �6.97 ⇥ 10�1, �2 = 9.21 ⇥ 10�1

ln�⇤
amp / 10�3 h3

70 Mpc�3 mag�1 (blue) Multivariate Normal µ = �5.28 ⇥ 100, �2 = 4.1 ⇥ 10�1

ln�⇤
amp / 10�3 h3

70 Mpc�3 mag�1 (red) Multivariate Normal µ = �5.28 ⇥ 100, �2 = 6.5 ⇥ 10�1

rphys
50,slope Multivariate Normal µ = �2.4 ⇥ 10�1, �2 = 9.8 ⇥ 10�6

rphys
50,intcpt Uniform [-2, 4]
�phys Multivariate Normal µ = 5.7 ⇥ 10�1, �2 = 1.9 ⇥ 10�5

ai,0 Dirichlet ⇥ Uniform [1., 1., 1., 1., 1.] ⇥ [5, 15]
ai,1 Dirichlet ⇥ Uniform [1., 1., 1., 1., 1.] ⇥ [5, 15]

Table 2. Prior range of the parameters used to simulate CFHTLS ‘Wide’ images for red and blue
galaxies. The LF and size parameters are drawn from two Multivariate normals, except for rphys50,intcpt
which has a uniform distribution. The spectral coefficients are drawn from Dirichlet distributions of
order five.

we rescale them to have the same numerical range. We follow the prescription in [61]. We
divide each original distance metric dj by a factor d10

j , corresponding to the 10-th percentile
value found using the first 500 samples we simulate. The rescaled distance metric dj is then
dj = dj/d10

j . We define three new distance metrics.
Maximum distance. We compute the maximum value among all the rescaled distance

metrics:
d23 = max(d{1,...,22}) (4.6)

where dj is the rescaled value for the j-th distance.
Maximum between MMD and Absolute difference distances. We compute the

maximum value between the rescaled MMD distance on 5 bands and the rescaled absolute
difference in the number of detected galaxies:

d24,...,27 = max(d1, d4,...,7) (4.7)

We do this separately for the different defined MMD distances (d4,...,7).
Maximum between MMD and magnitude histogram distances. We compute the

maximum value between the rescaled MMD distance on 5 bands and the rescaled magnitude
histogram distances in all 5 bands:

d28,...,31 = max(d4,...,7, d{13,...,17}) (4.8)

We do this separately for the different defined MMD distances (d4,...,7).

5 Results

This section presents our results. We describe the ABC inference we perform on CFHTLS
‘Wide’ survey data and we show the approximate Bayesian posterior contours with 31 free
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Distance Metric Label
Absolute difference in the number of detected galaxies d1

Random Forest distance with 21 summary statistics d2

Random Forest distance with 31 summary statistics d3

Maximum Mean Discrepancy distance on u⇤, g0, r0, i0, z0 band properties d4,...,7

Maximum Mean Discrepancy distance on u⇤, g0, i0 band properties d8,...,11

Maximum Mean Discrepancy distance on i0 band magnitudes and redshift distributions d12

Magnitude histogram distance on u⇤, g0, r0, i0, z0 bands separately d{13,...,17}
Size histogram distance on u⇤, g0, r0, i0, z0bands separately d{18,...,22}

Maximum value among all previously defined rescaled distances d23 = max(d{1,...,22})

Maximum value between the rescaled MMD distance on 5 bands and the rescaled absolute difference d24,...,27 = max(d1, d4,...,7)
Maximum value among the rescaled MMD distance and the rescaled magnitude histogram distance on 5 bands d28,...,31 = max(d4,...,7, d{13,...,17})

Table 1. Table of distance metrics used in this work. dj refers to the rescaled value for the j-th
distance metric.

patches. Furthermore, to evaluate the impact of the galaxy statistic on the approximate pos-
terior distribution and to reduce the impact of the cosmic variance, we take new survey and
simulated images and we increase their number by 10 units at each new iteration T > 1.

4.4 Distance Metrics and Summary statistics

We explore the use of different distance metrics and combinations of those. All distance
metrics operates on SE catalogues, either by using the full information from the distribution
of properties or by using the summary statistics computed on those. Properties refer to those
after the cuts described in 4.1 have been applied. We define 4 distance metrics: absolute
difference, histogram distance, Maximum Mean discrepancy distance and Random Forest
distance. We also combine these distance metrics to obtain additional ones. We report in
table 1 the distance metrics we use. We physically motivate the use of the specific distance
metric in their description.

Absolute difference. We use as a distance metric the absolute value of the difference
between the number of detected galaxies in data and simulations:

d1 = | Ndata � Nsims | (4.2)

where Ndata and Nsims refers to the number of detected galaxies by SE on real and simulated
images, respectively. This distance metric is sensitive to the number of galaxies and therefore
to the amplitude of the LF.

Histogram distance. We use the absolute values of the differences between the counts
in 20 bins of two equally binned histograms as a distance metric:

d{13,...,22} =
X

i

| hdata,i � hsims,i | (4.3)

where hdata,i and hsims,i are the counts in the i-th bin of the data and simulations histograms,
respectively. The bin number choice is motivated in Appendix B. This distance
metric is sensitive both to the number of galaxies and to the overall shape of the distribution.
Therefore, the magnitude histogram distance can be used to constrain both the amplitude of
the LF and the exponential cut-off, while the size histogram distance both the amplitude of
the LF and the size distribution of galaxies. However, none of the two is sensitive to galaxy
colours and therefore to the spectral coefficients distribution. We evaluate the histogram
distance both for magnitudes and sizes in the 5 CFHTLS wavebands, thereby having 10
different distance metrics.

– 14 –
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�(M, z) =
2

5
ln (10)�⇤10

2
5 (M⇤�M)(↵+1) exp

h
�10

2
5 (M⇤�M)

i

M⇤(z) = M⇤,slopez +M⇤,intcpt

µphys(M) = rphys50,slopeM+ rphys50,intcpt

ln�⇤ = �⇤,amp + �⇤,exp z
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12*10^6 galaxies  
from posterior distribution

Blue Red
↵ -1.3 -0.5

M⇤
B,slope -0.565+0.394

�0.789 -0.537+0.337
�0.585

M⇤
B,intcpt � 5 log h70 -20.475+0.629

�0.539 -20.482+0.572
�0.189

ln�⇤
amp / 10�3 h3

70 Mpc�3 mag�1 -5.326+0.312
�0.344 -5.683+0.920

�0.463

�
⇤
exp -0.093+0.308

�0.303 -0.661+0.683
�0.664

rphys
50,slope -0.241+0.003

�0.005 -0.241+0.003
�0.005

rphys
50,intcpt 0.986+0.070

�0.143 0.986+0.070
�0.143

�phys 0.571+0.003
�0.004 0.571+0.003

�0.004

a1,0 1.171+0.693
�1.322 1.316+0.544

�4.014

a2,0 3.055+1.325
�1.778 1.936+1.073

�1.570

a3,0 1.394+1.019
�3.675 1.683+1.336

�2.866

a4,0 1.669+1.459
�1.181 1.281+0.582

�3.332

a5,0 1.855+0.867
�2.420 1.844+1.269

�2.507

a1,1 2.385+1.303
�3.499 2.644+1.438

�1.701

a2,1 4.294+1.329
�1.412 1.8760+0.964

�0.742

a3,1 0.898+0.488
�1.464 1.421+0.973

�1.420

a4,1 1.895+1.101
�0.265 1.404+0.695

�0.861

a5,1 1.459+0.818
�1.009 2.566+1.224

�1.562

Table 3. 50-th percentile values and errors (86-th - 50th percentile and 50-th - 16th percentile
values) of the model parameters from the ABC inference on survey data for red and blue galaxies.

Observations Posterior simulations
MAG_u⇤ 25.25 +0.92

�1.10 25.21 +1.02
�1.34

MAG_g0 24.85+0.79
�1.13 24.75 +0.95

�1.34

MAG_i0 23.92 +0.83
�1.41 23.66 +0.91

�1.44

SIZE_u⇤ 3.38 +1.39
�0.92 3.40 +1.23

�0.89

SIZE_g0 3.19 +1.10
�0.68 3.23 +1.01

�0.67

SIZE_i0 2.89 +1.09
�0.71 2.94 +1.02

�0.64

u⇤ - g0 0.41 +0.52
�0.34 0.42 +0.49

�0.32

g0 - i0 0.95 +0.59
�0.51 1.12 +0.53

�0.53

Table 4. 50-th percentile values and upper (86-th - 50th percentile values) and lower (50-th
- 16th percentile values) errors of magnitude, size and color distributions for observations and
posterior simulations. The magnitude distributions in the u⇤, g0, i0 bands are the PSF corrected
magnitudes described in 4.1, while sizes refer to SE ‘FLUX_RADIUS’ parameter. The u⇤ � g0 and
g0 � i0 colours are given by the difference between the PSF corrected magnitudes. The properties refer
to 11.58 ⇥ 106 and 11.57 ⇥ 106 observed and simulated galaxies, respectively.

towards brighter objects. This, in turns, is also reflected in the g0 � i0 colour.
When we compare the 50-th percentile values of the galaxy properties in table 4, we find that
they are all consistent within errors. Overall, the galaxy properties are in agreement between
survey data and simulations.
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Redshift distribution n(z) for VIPERS
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Fagioli, Tortorelli et al. 2020,
arXiv:2002.04039
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Conclusions

• For M_B - 5 log h_70 > -21, at all redshifts, the number density at 
fixed absolute magnitude of blue galaxies is greater than that of red 
galaxies. 

• M* for blue galaxies fades more than that for red galaxies from z = 
1 to z = 0.1. 

• Phi* for blue galaxies stay roughly constant between z = 0.1 and z 
= 1. 

• Phi* for red galaxies decreases by 35% in the same redshift range. 

• The number density of blue galaxies at M* is always higher than the 
red one.
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